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that means that while the movie is still historically accurate, its also a lot more immediate. ben-hur is all about emotion, but it also has a fantastic visual style, which is the other way in which the movie is different from the 1959 version. its historical epic prequel, ben-hur: a tale of the christ, was the last of the three movies that have a longstanding hold on all
of us. the other two, cecil b. demille's the ten commandments and paramount pictures' the robe, have been covered in these pages before and have less need for another go-around. ben-hur remains an essential part of the hollywood bible. what if the real ben-hur had been left at the docks and not taken home to the manor? what if he had died of the colic the
moment he stepped off the boat? what if his mom, leah, had never been jailed? what if he had joined herod's army, instead of messalas? what if he had fought against the romans, instead of against his own people? what if messala had not died and ben-hur had not been blinded? what if this whole epic never happened? what if the director of the new movie,

timur bekmambetov, had never been born? ben-hur opens with these questions, and then it goes on to tell us how it all came to be. bekmambetov's ben-hur is a wonderfully simple story. it begins with a pretty simple gesture. the now-blind ben-hur is a slave, toiling to build the expensive chariot for messala, played in this case by jack huston. after he finishes
the chariot, which takes place entirely in the middle of the movie, ben-hur is sold to a new owner (toby kebbell), and ben-hur is forced to walk home.
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the dvd cover art is the most disturbing thing about this movie, which, let me tell you,
turns out to be a problem because the rest of the movie is awesome. it is awful. the only
other thing that was that distracting was the music. while a lot of the songs are the type
of stuff that you might expect to hear in a modern, post-christian epic, the music in this

film is actually pretty distracting. one of the songs in particular, which is mostly
instrumental, sounds like a moog synthesizer is going off in the background, and it is very

noticeable. dont expect the story to be too profound or moving. its not a tragic rags-to-
riches tale of a young man who struggles up through the ranks, nor a military saga of the

years leading to the roman conquest of judea. but this movie is great fun, a bit of a
melodrama with a touch of action (the final race) and a healthy dose of comedy (when
judah gets his first sword) the costuming is terrific, the set and visual design is skillfully

conceived and executed, and the musical score (by jerry goldsmith) is superb. i cant claim
that there is a subplot as such, but the film spends an inordinate amount of time

dramatizing jesus as the savior of the world. a lot of that time is spent as he rides a
donkey around jerusalem. its a pretty inoffensive movie and, if you are a bible thumper,
an effective way to deliver a message. its just not a terribly adventurous or compelling

movie, in part because it doesnt have a lot of narrative to work with. its very funny for a
while, but its not funnier than it has any right to be, because its a great movie, and

sometimes a gag needs to be spread out a bit. 5ec8ef588b
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